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SUBJ: FARMERS BURNING STRAW TO MAKE UP FOR DELAYS

SOURCE: SOFIA RABOTNICHESKO DELO IN BULGARIAN 11 AUG 89 P 2

TEXT:

"(UNATTRIBUTED REPORT: "WARNING TIP: BAN ON 'FLYING SAUCERS MADE OF STRAW'")"

"((TEXT)) IT IS WELL-KNOWN HOW THE SHORT-LIVED SENSATIONAL STORY ENDED CONCERNING THE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT THAT WAS RECENTLY REPORTED TO HAVE LANDED NEAR MOSCOW: UNPREJUDICED INVESTIGATIONS PRODUCED A PERFECTLY PROSAIC EXPLANATION, NAMELY THE COMBUSTION OF A LARGE AMOUNT OF DRY GRASS. WE WOULD NOT MENTION THIS ATTEMPT TO MAKE UP FOR THE SUMMER SHORTAGE OF INTERESTING NEWS WITH A FABRICATED STORY, IF THE DANGER HAD NOT RECENTLY ARISEN OF SIMILAR "LAUNCHING AREAS" ALSO APPEARING IN THE FIELDS OF BULGARIA.

DELAYS ARE OCCURRING IN COLLECTING THE STRAW FROM HARVESTED FIELDS, AND BECAUSE IN MANY AREAS THIS HAS BEGUN TO HINDER THE TIMELY COMPLETION OF THE BASIC SOIL CULTIVATION OPERATIONS, IT IS NO WONDER THAT CERTAIN LEADERSHIPS MAY BE TEMPTED "TO PUT A MATCH TO IT," WITHOUT WASTING ANY TIME IN THINKING OF THE EXISTING CATEGORICAL PROHIBITION ON THIS. IT IS NOT SUPERFLUOUS TO REMIND UNCLASSIFIED
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OURSelves that though prohibitions may well exist, violations of these prohibitions exist as well.

The lowest percentages of straw have been collected in Sofia, Razgrad, Burgas, and Mickaylovgrad Oblasts (between 36 and 45 percent). Marked differences can be noted in the way the different municipalities are carrying out this agricultural task. Whereas a few days ago Veliko Turnovo Municipality had completed 97 percent of this task, and Icm Municipality had collected the straw from 86 percent of the harvested fields, Mickaylovgrad Municipality had only completed one-third of the work.

Of course, objective reasons do exist. Large amounts of straw left over from last year can be seen, and village farmers are refraining from collecting and baling the straw in order to avoid excess expenditures (which are not insignificant). However, the true farmer finds a way out, for example by distributing unlimited amounts of straw to private farmers, or baling it to keep it in reserve for the needs of stockbreeding and vegetable production. Every solution is good in its own way, but one is absolutely unacceptable, and that is burning!

Without mentioning the danger presented by stubble burning, and without considering in detail the losses, which can very easily multiply (as such matters are clear to everyone), let us remind ourselves of the extremely unfavorable ecological consequences. Many of us, if not all, have seen the black patches caused by the fires, the soil baked hard as brick... The earth carries such wounds for a long time, and they are not easily cured.

Thus, the "landing" of such "flying saucers" made of straw must continue to be prohibited. If the tell-tale signs of orange flames should nevertheless appear anywhere, our readers know whom to inform of the violation.